
It was suggested I put up a brief description in a 'How To' type format about the workings of the electric 
front seats after recent investigations on them. 

This isn't a 'How To', more of a 'Info On' type thing which may benefit other owners that have seat(s) that 
decide not to do what they're supposed to.

There was only so much I could investigate without pulling the whole thing to pieces and I wasn't about to do 
that. Sorry!

Some specifications for the seat.

Forward/Back (in manual mode) 
Max.Travel=205mm +/-20mm 

15s forwards 
19s backwards

Forward/Back (in auto glide mode) 
Max.Travel=205mm +/-20mm 

7.5s forwards 
8.5s backwards

Backrest Angular movement 
65degrees 
28s down 

29s up

Seat squab inclination 
Angular movement

6 degrees 
2.5s up 
3s down

Height 
25mm gain @ front 
32mm gain @ rear 

3s up 
6s down

Normal Forward/Back motor speed (manual) 2700 rpm
Fast Forward/Back motor speed(auto glide) 5400 rpm

(These specs above were obtained from a technical document I found on line. I have compared the figures to 
my seats and can confirm they are accurate.) 

Everything else here is what I've discovered by poking about with it!

There are 5 motors for each seat.
1) Manual forward/backward motor (slow speed)

2) Auto Glide motor (fast speed)
3) Backrest inclination motor

4) Seat Squab inclination motor
5) Seat Height motor

Passenger Seat Motor Currents (with no load on seat)

Forward (manual) 2.2A 
Backwards (manual) 2.2A 



Forwards (auto glide) 4.9A 
Backwards (auto glide) 5.2A 

Backrest down 1.3A 
Backrest up 1.3A 

Seat Squab up 1.7A 
Seat Squab down 1.1A 

Height up 0.8A 
Height down 3.5A 

Stall currents of each motor is 8A (auto glide fast motor has no stall current as power is cut when it reaches 
limit of travel as determined by the limit micro switches) 

Driver's Seat Motor Currents (with no load on seat)

Same currents as above, except there are no stall currents as seat ecu cuts power at end of travel in each 
plane as determined by each one of the 4 position sensors.

Because the driver's seat has a memory function on it, the seat ecu needs to know where each of the 4 
planes of movement are. 

Longitudinal travel, Height reach, Squab angle and Backrest angle are monitored. There are position sensors 
built in to 4 of the motors which send this data back to the ecu. 

They are fitted into the motor body and monitor shaft rotations, this data is sent back to ecu to calculate 
the relative positions of each function.

The brown, orange and green wires here are the position sensor connections.

These currents were obtained by the use of this tool available from Maplin. It plugs into the relevant fuse 
position (F17 passenger: F16 Driver) and shows current demand on the lcd screen.



Passenger Seat Connections under seat frame.
From left (nearest handbrake) 

Orange: 9pin Manual switches from side of seat direct to motors
Yellow: 2pin Power in from F17 fascia fusebox, 20A (Pink=12v+ve Yellow=0v earth)

Brown: 2pin Heated Seat (Cold resistance of elements about 2.5 ohms)
Blue: 2pin Side Air Bag

Brown:(under Blue) 2pin Seat Belt Pre-Tensioner
Red: (suspended above)1pin Side Air Bag earth

Passenger seat has permanent power available and is therefore always adjustable whether ignition is on or 
off.(unlike the driver's seat which is BSI controlled)

Blue, Brown and Red connectors missing from this pic as they've been soldered out (side air bag fault light)

Under passenger seat



ESP ecu is fitted under passenger seat beneath plastic kick plate.

Driver's Seat Connections under seat frame
From left (nearest handbrake)

Blue: 2pin Side Air Bag
Brown:(under Blue) 2pin Seat Belt Pre-Tensioner

Grey: 8pin Position Sensors(4) and Front & Rear Microswitches to seat ecu
Brown: 2pin Heated Seat (Cold resistance of elements about 2.5 ohms)

White: 2pin No function on my car(mating skt not wired)
Orange: 9pin Motor Feeds from seat ecu

White: 13pin Manual & memory switches from side of seat to seat ecu
Red: (suspended above) 1pin Side Air Bag earth

Blue, Brown and Red connectors missing from this pic as they've been soldered out (side air bag fault light)

Under driver's seat



Seat memory ecu is fitted under seat beneath plastic kick plate.



Power in from fascia fusebox (F16,20A) does not go directly to these connectors as per passenger seat 
because the manual switches on the side of the seat do not directly power the motors. 

Power goes to the seat ecu which is fitted under the plastic cover at the rear of the seat on the floor.
Seat movement on the driver's side is only possible when the BSI is awake. 3 minutes after ignition is 

switched off, if there has been no electrical activity in the car, BSI goes into sleep mode and power to the 
seat is cut. If BSI is woken, power is restored to seat.

Motor Layout

I don't have pics of the motor layout simply because I can't get a camera in there without removing the 
whole seat. So a drawn diagram is the next best thing.

Note that the two motors for forward/backward movement are mechanically linked in series. When the slow 
motor is under power, it drives not only the seat but freewheels the fast motor. 

Similarly, when the fast motor is under power, it not only drives the seat but freewheels the slow motor.

View of motors from above



To get to the side microswitches on the passenger seat, the side trim has to be removed. It's secured by a 
'hidden' torx screw at the front and 2 further push clips in the middle and at the rear.

Looking up at the end fixing



Passenger seat side exposed showing microswitches (It has a bracket ready to accept the memory switch 
bank for lhd cars) This seat has a total of 4 microswitches.

Driver's seat side exposed No side microswitches. The only microswitches on this seat are in the elbow.

Forward and Backward travel in Auto Glide Mode

In auto glide mode, when the backrest is folded forward so as to allow passengers access to the rear seats, a 
small, cycle type brake cable fitted at the elbow joint of the seat gets pulled and in turn pulls on a plastic 

spring loaded pivot which has the rear microswitch attached. 



There are 2 microswitches in the elbow joint which senses the backrest has been pulled forward and allows 
the auto glide sequence to start.(In auto glide mode, a faster spinning motor is used which moves the seat at 

twice the normal speed, so that passengers are not kept waiting too long to enter!)

Cable arrangement at elbow

Access to the elbow is obtained by releasing the elasticated flap at the rear of the seat, taking off a clip to 
release the leather and pushing the seat filling clear. The circular elbow containing the switch then becomes 

visible. It just pulls off it's axis.

Rear outer corner of seat



There are 2 microswitches in here

With the backrest in the folded position, this raises the microswitch so that it's lever is lifted off the plastic 
block that it normally rests on and starts the auto glide movement. The block is left behind in it's original 

position and becomes the rear back stop for the system.

Microswitch lifted up by the cable pulling back against the spring



Block left behind.

At the end of auto glide (if backrest has been left folded) the operating lever on the front microswitch 
reaches the end of the runner and drops over the edge. This cuts power to the motor.

Video.Click the pic.



Lifting the backrest to the upright position again, operates the switch in the elbow and permits reverse auto 
glide. The seat travels backwards until it approaches the plastic block at which point, the pivot bracket that 

the rear microswitch is attached to, rides up over the block and drops down behind it. 
As the pivot drops down it causes the microswitch lever to hit the block and close, so stopping the auto 

glide.

The second half of this video shows this.(first half is manual movement and shows block being pushed 
forwards and backwards. The block has a dab of orange paint on it. )

Video.Click the pic.

http://i224.photobucket.com/albums/dd176/markyspark20/Electric%20Seats/SDC15716_zps736308cb.mp4
http://i224.photobucket.com/albums/dd176/markyspark20/Electric%20Seats/SDC15747_zps02e66827-1.mp4


Forward and Backward Travel in Manual Mode

In manual mode, when the forward button is pressed, because the rear microswitch has not been pivoted (as 
in auto glide) the plastic block is captured by the pivot, forward motion starts (using the slow motor) and 

the seat runs forward. 
As it does so, the plastic block is pushed along it's runner, in tandem with the seat. This is to keep the lever 

of the rear microswitch closed(because it's on top of the block) so as to prevent auto glide cutting in. 
If the forward button is pressed all the way to the end of travel, the seat will stop, not electrically, but 

mechanically. The seat runs out of runner and stalls against the end stop of the seat frame. If the manual 
switch is continually pressed, the power to the motor is cut off because the motor has internal protection to 

prevent burn outs. 
It is a cyclic protection system and power is restored shortly after, only to be removed again if the manual 

switch is still being operated. Not recommended!

The front limit microswitch plays no part in limiting travel when the seat is used in manual mode and the 
mechanical stop allows slightly more travel than the limit switch does on auto glide.

Front limit switch over travel

When the switch is operated to return the seat rearwards, the plastic block is pushed backwards because it 
gets trapped by a metal tab on the seat runner and moves rearwards in tandem with the seat.

Metal tab in red



If the seat is returned only part way back in manual mode, the new rest position of the plastic block 
effectively becomes the new backstop for the seat. ie auto glide will start from where the seat was last 

positioned in manual mode not from the rear most part of the runner.

The operation of the other planes of the seat (Backrest: Seat Squab: Height) is self explanatory. It is the 
forward/backward movement which causes most head scratching. ( I have actually developed a bald patch 

now.....)


